
TRID 2.0 and the Disappearance of the Black Hole

By Christine M. Acree and Brandy A. Hood*

INTRODUCTION

The Know Before You Owe: TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures Rule (“TRID
Rule”)1 and its initial accompanying amendments2 have now been in effect for

several years, and the rule continues to evolve. In response to industry requests,

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) recently finalized two rounds
of additional amendments. The first has been dubbed by the industry as “TRID

2.0”3 and the other has resolved an issue that had been creatively named “the

black hole.”4 The CFPB also released the first highlights of its supervisory activity
under TRID.5

2017 AMENDMENTS (TRID 2.0)

In July 2017, the CFPB finalized TRID 2.0 in an effort to address a broad range

of issues that had plagued the industry since the rule was originally imple-

mented.6 Although it labeled many of the changes as “clarifying” and “technical,”
the CFPB also acknowledged that there are “a limited number of additional sub-

stantive changes where the CFPB has identified discrete solutions to specific im-

plementation challenges.”7 It did not, however, consistently distinguish between
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the two, leading to some confusion about whether certain amendments applied
prospectively or retroactively. The following summarizes some of the most sig-

nificant changes in the voluminous amendments.

SHOPPING FOR SETTLEMENT SERVICE PROVIDERS

The amendments address a number of issues related to “shopping” for settle-

ment service providers whose services are required to obtain a mortgage. For in-

stance, a written list of service providers (“WLP”) must be provided when a
consumer is permitted to shop for a settlement service.8 Examples of services

a consumer can shop for may include title insurance, pest inspections, and prop-
erty surveys.9 Examples of services a consumer cannot shop for may include

property appraisals, credit reports, flood monitoring, and tax status research.10

TRID 2.0 amended the Official Interpretations to Regulation Z to expressly
state that creditors who use Form H-27 have complied with the requirement

to provide a WLP.11 The Official Interpretations now also clarify that changes,

such as deleting the estimated fee amounts column, may be made to Form H-27
without the creditor losing safe harbor protections as long as the changes do not

affect the substance, clarity, or meaningful sequence of the form.12 In addition,

the CFPB noted that “typographical errors regarding a settlement service . . . do
not subject the charges for such service to the zero percent tolerance13 category

when determining good faith, unless the error interferes with the consumer’s ability

to shop.”14

Further, the preamble to TRID 2.0 explains that, although the WLP must list a

service provider for all shoppable services, the WLP is “not required . . . to pro-

vide a detailed breakdown of all related fees that are not themselves required by
the creditor but that may be charged to the consumer such as a notary fee, title

search fee, or other ancillary and administrative services needed to perform or

provide the settlement service required by the creditor.”15 The same is true for
Section C on the Loan Estimate.16

The amendments also clarify that, if a creditor fails to provide a WLP, any fees

remain subject to a 10 percent tolerance17 if the consumer is permitted to shop
for the settlement service and the fee is paid to an unaffiliated service provider.18

8. 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(e)(1)(vi)(C) (2018).
9. See Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Loan Estimate Explainer 2, https://www.consumerfinance.

gov/owning-a-home/loan-estimate (last visited Sept. 29, 2018) (examples).
10. Id.
11. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 19(e)(1)(vi)-3 (2018).
12. Id.
13. See infra note 17 (background information on tolerance categories).
14. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37680.
15. Id. at 37674.
16. Id.
17. Ten percent tolerance means that, assuming all requirements are met, the creditor may charge

the consumer up to 10 percent more than the amount disclosed on the initial Loan Estimate for the
charges in this category. Exceeding 10 percent would be a tolerance violation. See generally 12 C.F.R.
§ 1026.19(e)(3) (2018) (providing requirements).
18. See, e.g., id. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 19(e)(3)(iii)-2.
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They further clarify that whether a service is shoppable is “determined based on
all the relevant facts and circumstances.”19 While this confirms the preexisting

commentary, it represents a reversal from the position that CFPB staff previously

took in informal guidance and the proposed rule, which would have subjected
fees to a zero percent tolerance if the WLP is not provided, even if the consumer

was permitted to shop for services.20 Although failing to provide that the WLP

will not affect tolerances, the CFPB noted that if the WLP is not provided for
shoppable services, “the creditor is still in violation of § 1026.19(e)(1)(vi)(C)

for failure to comply with the requirements to issue a written list of providers.”21

UNLIMITED TOLERANCE CATEGORY INCLUDES FEES PAID TO

CREDITOR OR ITS AFFILIATE

TRID 2.0 amended the TRID Rule to clarify that the charges enumerated in
section 1026.19(e)(3)(iii) are subject to unlimited tolerances even if they are

paid to the creditor or its affiliate “so long as the charges are bona fide.”22

The term “bona fide” has a different meaning for purposes of this section than
it does elsewhere in Regulation Z and in other rules.23 Specifically, for determin-

ing good faith under section 1026.19(e)(1)(i), a charge is “bona fide” if it is “law-

ful and for services that are actually performed.”24

DECREASED FEE ESTIMATES DO NOT RESET TOLERANCES

The preamble to TRID 2.0 clarifies that good faith for closing costs is deter-

mined exactly as stated in the regulation: a closing cost “is in good faith if the
charge paid by or imposed on the consumer does not exceed the amount orig-

inally disclosed under paragraph (e)(1)(i) of this section, except as otherwise

provided in paragraphs (e)(3)(ii) through (iv) of this section.”25 Importantly,
“the rule does not require the creditor to use a revised estimate for purposes

of determining good faith.”26 Therefore, even if a creditor subsequently de-

creases a previously estimated charge, the creditor “may determine good faith
by comparing the charge paid by or imposed on the consumer versus the

amount originally disclosed.”27

19. See, e.g., id. cmt. 19(e)(1)(vi)-1.
20. See, e.g., Amendments to Federal Mortgage Disclosure Requirements Under the Truth in Lend-

ing Act (Regulation Z), 81 Fed. Reg. 54318, 54330 (proposed Aug. 15, 2016); see generally Jonathan
W. Cannon, Christine Acree & Brandy Hood, TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures Developments, 71
BUS. LAW. 503, 508 (2017) (in the 2017 Annual Survey).
21. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37676.
22. “Unlimited tolerances” means that the final fee charged to the consumer is not subject to any

cap based on the amount estimated on the initial Loan Estimate. 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(e)(3)(iii)
(2018).
23. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37678.
24. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 19(e)(3)(iii)-4 (2018).
25. Id. § 1026.19(e)(3)(i).
26. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37681.
27. Id. at 37682.
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INITIAL RATE LOCKS REQUIRE REDISCLOSURE

TRID 2.0 amended the Official Interpretations to require creditors to issue a

revised Loan Estimate if the interest rate is locked for the first time after the ini-

tial Loan Estimate has been issued but before the Closing Disclosure is issued,
even if the creditor does not wish to reset tolerances on points, credits, and

other “interest rate dependent charges.”28 Creditors are also required to issue

a corrected Closing Disclosure if the interest rate is locked for the first time
“on or after the date on which the creditor provides the Closing Disclosure

and the Closing Disclosure is inaccurate as a result.”29 Note that, while a revised

Loan Estimate must be provided even if the initial rate lock does not result in any
changes to the disclosed terms and costs, a revised Closing Disclosure is only

required when the initial rate lock causes the prior Closing Disclosure to be

inaccurate.

INFORMATIONAL LOAN ESTIMATES

TRID 2.0 also clarifies that creditors may provide a Loan Estimate solely for
informational purposes, i.e., a revised Loan Estimate may be given to a consumer

even if it does not reset tolerances.30 If the creditor chooses to provide an “infor-

mational” Loan Estimate, however, each disclosure on that Loan Estimate must
be updated to estimate fees and costs based on the best information reasonably

available at the time the informational Loan Estimate is issued.31

TOTAL OF PAYMENTS TOLERANCE

The amendments reincorporate a tolerance for the Total of Payments disclo-

sure that generally mirrors tolerances for the finance charge.32 The CFPB ac-

knowledged that this amendment addressed an unintended consequence of
the original TRID Rule, which revised the preexisting Total of Payments disclo-

sure so that it was no longer based on the finance charge and thereby inadver-

tently removed the Total of Payments from the finance charge tolerance.

TRID APPLIES TO COOPERATIVE APARTMENTS

TRID 2.0 addressed an area of substantial confusion by expanding the scope
of the TRID Rule to apply to loans that are secured by cooperative apartments,

even if they are not considered real property under state law.33

28. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 19(e)(3)(iv)(D)-1 (2018).
29. Id. cmt. 19(e)(3)(iv)(D)-2.
30. See, e.g., id. cmt. 19(e)(3)(iv)-4.
31. See, e.g., id. cmt. 19(e)(3)(iv)-5.
32. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37687–88.
33. See, e.g., 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(e)(1)(i) (2018).
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DISCLOSING PRINCIPAL REDUCTIONS

The amendments include detailed instructions for disclosing principal reduc-

tions and permit creditors to disclose a principal reduction instead of general

lender credits when providing a tolerance cure.34

SELLER CREDITS FOR SPECIFIC CHARGES

TRID 2.0 clarifies that seller credits for specific charges may either be dis-
closed under the seller credits line in the Calculating Cash to Close table or re-

flected in the amounts disclosed for those specific items under Loan Costs and

Other Costs.35 For example, if a seller agrees to pay half of a required pest in-
spection fee of $100, the fee can be disclosed as a $50 fee or a $100 fee with

a seller credit of $50.36

OTHER AMENDMENTS TO THE TRID RULE

TRID 2.0 contains dozens of other important amendments and clarifica-

tions.37 These include: the partial exemption for certain down payment assis-

tance programs;38 sharing disclosures with real estate agents and other parties;39

post-consummation escrow cancellation and partial payment disclosures;40 the

expiration date on the Loan Estimate;41 the Calculating Cash to Close table;42

simultaneous subordinate lien transactions;43 construction loans;44 disclosing
construction costs, existing lien payoffs, and unsecured debt payoffs;45 the

escrow disclosures in the Closing Disclosure;46 who must be disclosed as a

“borrower” on the Closing Disclosure;47 decimal places and rounding;48 escrow
cancellation notices;49 gift funds;50 the “In 5 Years” calculation;51 lender credits;52

lenders’ and settlement agents’ respective responsibilities;53 the model forms;54

34. See, e.g., id. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 38-4.
35. Id. cmt. 37(h)(1)(vi)-2; see id. §§ 1026.37(f), (g), 1026.37(h)(1)(vi).
36. Id. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt 37(h)(1)(vi)-2; see id. §§ 1026.37(f), 1026.37(h)(1)(vi).
37. See Press Release, supra note 6.
38. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37667, 37775.
39. Id. at 37752.
40. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 1(d)(5)-(iv) (2018).
41. Id. cmt. 37(a)(13)-2, -4.
42. Id. cmts. 38(k)(2)(vii)-1, 38(d)(2)-1, 38(j)-3.
43. Id. cmt. 19(f)(4)(i)-2.
44. Id. cmt. app. D-7.vi.
45. Id. cmt. 38(j)(1)(v)-2.
46. Id. cmts. app. D-7.v.B, app. D-7.v.C.
47. Id. cmt. 38(a)(4)-4.
48. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37718.
49. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 1(d)(5)-1.iv.
50. Id. cmt. 38(j)(2)(vi)-2.
51. Id. cmt. 37(l)(1)(i)-1.
52. Id. cmt. 37(g)(6)(ii)-1.
53. Id. cmt. 38(e)(3)(iii)(B)-1.
54. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37762.
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payment ranges on the Projected Payments table;55 the Payoffs and Payments
table;56 payoffs with a purchase loan;57 disclosure and good-faith determination

of property taxes and property value;58 recording fees;59 the Summaries of Trans-

actions table;60 the Total Interest Percentage calculation;61 trusts;62 and post-con-
summation Closing Disclosures and per diem interest.63

EFFECTIVE DATE

Although the amendments became effective on October 10, 2017, mandatory
compliance was deferred until October 1, 2018.64 This allowed creditors to

phase in the TRID 2.0 amendments “as best comport[ed] with their business
models, whether based on application dates for specific provisions or even dur-

ing the course of a transaction,” as long as they did not phase in compliance in a

way that violated provisions of Regulation Z that were unchanged by the
amendments.65

THE BLACK HOLE

The “black hole” has officially disappeared. The term “black hole” is an unof-
ficial name given to a limitation in the original TRID Rule that prevented cred-

itors from resetting tolerances in certain circumstances, regardless of the under-

lying reason for the increased charges.66 To provide context, if a creditor wishes
to reset fee tolerances, it must generally provide a revised Loan Estimate reflect-

ing the revisions “within three business days of receiving information sufficient

to establish” that a permissible reason for revision applies.67 However, the cred-
itor is prohibited from providing a revised Loan Estimate on or after the date the

Closing Disclosure is provided.68

Before the black hole was closed, the creditor could use a Closing Disclosure
to reset fee tolerances only when “there [were] less than four business days be-

tween the time” a revised Loan Estimate was required to be provided and con-

summation.69 There was no provision allowing a creditor to reset tolerances
using a Closing Disclosure if this limited exception was not met. As a result, if

the creditor provided the Closing Disclosure too early, or if closing was delayed

55. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 37(c)(1)(iii)(B)-1.
56. Id. cmt. 38(t)(5)(vii)(B)-1, -2.
57. Id. § 1026.37(h)(1)(vii).
58. Id. § 1026.19(e)(3)(iii)(E); id. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 19(e)(3)(iii)-3.
59. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37768, 37787.
60. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 37(h)(1)(v)-2.
61. Id. cmt. 37(l)(3)-1.
62. Id. cmt. 2(a)(11)-3.
63. Id. cmt. 19(f)(2)(iii)-2.
64. TRID 2.0, supra note 7, at 37656.
65. Id. at 37764.
66. 2018 Amendment, supra note 2, at 19159.
67. 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(e)(4) (2018).
68. Id.
69. 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026, supp. I, cmt. 19(e)(4)(ii)-1.
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for too long, and closing costs increased beyond tolerances, the creditor may
have been legally prohibited from requiring the consumer to pay the actual

costs associated with the transaction.

The black hole negatively impacted both creditors and consumers alike.70 For
example, last minute changes often occur in connection with home purchase

transactions that may trigger increased fees and delay closings. The black hole

prohibited creditors from resetting tolerances and passing along the increased
costs to the consumer even if the increases were caused by, for example, the con-

sumer’s request to delay closing.71 As a result, some creditors reported that they

were forced to pass along these costs to all consumers over time through an in-
creased cost of credit.72 In other instances, creditors reported that they chose to

deny the application instead of absorbing the cost increases.73 Although con-

sumers could immediately reapply for credit, the new application could result
in additional fees and/or closing delays.74 Finally, general confusion over this

issue created legal and compliance risks for creditors resulting in increased

cost and the decreased availability of credit.75

The CFPB closed the black hole by issuing a final rule effective June 1, 2018,

that addressed this outstanding issue.76 As a result, the four-business-day limit is

no longer in effect and a creditor may reset tolerances with either an initial or
corrected Closing Disclosure without consideration for when that Closing Dis-

closure is provided relative to consummation.77 As with any increased charge

that causes tolerances to be exceeded, the new provision only applies to circum-
stances where a permitted change occurs, such as a “changed circumstance” or

where a consumer requested the change.78 Under the amended rule, if a creditor

uses a Closing Disclosure to reset fee tolerances, the creditor shall provide a
Closing Disclosure reflecting the revisions “within three business days of receiv-

ing information sufficient to establish” that a permissible reason for revision ap-

plies, just as it must if using a Loan Estimate for this purpose.79

SUPERVISORY FINDINGS

In September 2017, the CFPB published the first Supervisory Highlights re-
flecting TRID Rule examinations.80 Its initial examination findings concluded

that supervised entities were able to implement and comply with the rule

70. See 2018 Amendment, supra note 2, at 19159.
71. Id. at 19163.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id. at 19159, 19174.
77. Id. at 19172, 19174.
78. Id. at 19172, 19174.
79. Id. at 19174.
80. See HIGHLIGHTS, supra note 5.
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changes “for the most part,” but “examiners did find some violations” relating to
both the content and timing of Loan Estimates and Closing Disclosures.81

Some of these violations included: amounts paid by the consumer at closing

exceeding what was disclosed on the Loan Estimate by more than the applicable
tolerance threshold,82 failure to retain evidence of compliance with Loan Esti-

mate requirements,83 failure to obtain and/or document the consumer’s intent

to proceed prior to imposing fees related to the application,84 and waivers of
the three-day Closing Disclosure review period without a bona fide personal fi-

nancial emergency necessitating the waiver.85 Additional violations included:

failure to provide the consumer with a WLP listing at least one available settle-
ment service provider when the consumer was permitted to shop for a service,86

failure to disclose an amount payable on the Loan Estimate and the Closing Dis-

closure when the consumer chose to escrow taxes and insurance,87 failure to in-
clude the date and time for the expiration of estimated closing costs on the Loan

Estimate, and failure to properly disclose the fees that the consumer paid prior to

closing on the Closing Disclosure.88

The CFPB stated that examiners collaborated with the supervised entities to iden-

tify the root cause of the violations and to determine appropriate corrective actions,

including reimbursement to consumers where tolerance violations occurred.89

81. Id. at 17.
82. Id. at 18 (citing 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(e)(3)(i), (ii)).
83. Id. (citing 12 C.F.R. § 1026.25(c)(1)).
84. Id. (citing 12 C.F.R. §§ 1026.19(e)(2)(i)(A), 1026.25(c)(1)).
85. Id. (citing 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(f)(1)(iv)).
86. Id. (citing 12 C.F.R. § 1026.19(e)(1)(vi)(c)).
87. Id. (citing 12 C.F.R. §§ 1026.37(c)(2)(iii), 1026.38(c)(1)).
88. Id. at 19 (citing 12 C.F.R. § 1026.38(f)(2), (f)(5), (h)(2), (i)(2)(ii)).
89. Id.
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